NEW FACULTY AND STAFF - Fall 2012

FACULTY

Michael Searcy, Assistant Professor - Department of Anthropology  
PhD, University of Oklahoma  
Prehistoric Casas Grandes culture; transitions in sociopolitical organization and shifting identities.

Brigham Frandsen, Assistant Professor - Department of Economics  
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology  
Labor economics and econometrics

Angela Bradford, Assistant Professor - School of Family Life  
PhD, Auburn University  
Evaluation of intervention effects and the factors that are meaningful for change within an intervention context

Spencer James, Assistant Professor - School of Family Life  
PhD, Pennsylvania State University  
Marriage and family, social demography

Eric Dahlin, Assistant Professor - Department of Sociology  
PhD, University of Minnesota  
Organization and institutional change

Jacob Rugh, Assistant Professor - Department of Sociology  
PhD, Princeton University  
Intersection of race, ethnicity, class, especially the spatial dimensions of inequality in housing outcomes; changing nature of immigration to the United States

Scott Sanders, Assistant Professor - Department of Sociology  
PhD, Cornell University  
How demographic trends affect the well-being of communities and households; how shifts in macro level development policies affect poverty and migration in Southeast Asia

TERM FACULTY APPOINTMENT

David M. Kirkham, Associate Professor- Department of Political Science  
PhD, George Washington University  
Government and religious freedom; ethics, war crimes, human rights, constitutionalism, revolution, and the American founding
VISITING FACULTY

**Gregory Thompson** – Department of Anthropology  
PhD, University of Chicago

**Olga Bogach** – Department of Economics  
PhD, University of Hawaii

**Jared Chapman** – Department of Psychology  
PhD, Brigham Young University

**Jessica Scott** – Department of Psychology  
PhD, Brigham Young University

CONTINUING VISITING FACULTY

**David Hansen**, Economics

**Stewart Anderson**, History

**Grant Madsen**, History

**Jenicee Jacobson**, History CFA

**Gregory Busath**, Psychology

**Ben Hill**, Psychology

**Cortney Evans**, School of Family Life

**Megan Oka**, School of Family Life

ADMINISTRATIVE PERSONNEL

**Dean Barley** – Director, Comprehensive Clinic

**Adam Moore** – Assistant Director, Comprehensive Clinic

**Karen Christensen** – Family & Social Services Internships

**Sam Prestwich** – FHSS Advisor

**Wendy Sheffield** – Field Education Director, School of Social Work

**Chongming Yang** – FHSS Statistical & Research Support

STAFF PERSONNEL

**Leesa Scott** – Psychology

**Deborah Harris** – Office of Public Archeology, Cat III

**Yevon Romney** – History, Cat II

**Liz Malone** – History Internships, Cat I

**Nanci Shumpert** – School of Social Work, Cat I